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ABSTRACT

Rotating plasma operation in spiral coil "Tornado" traps

provides a unique combination of confinement and heating properties.

Such a system consists of a closed and compact magnetic bottle

to which the crossed-field technique can be applied, in absence

of end insulators and their critical velocity limitation effect.

This should make possible the generation and heating of fully

ionized plasmas by simple means, wixhin a large range of ion

densities, temperatures, and rotational velocities.

Provided that stable operation becomes possible at high

temperatures, it is likely that Tornado traps can be used as strong

neutron sources of moderately large dimensions and technically

realizable parameter values.

Some detailed data and operation ranges are given for the

"Tornado 650" device in Leningrad, and for a somewhat larger

device TO be operated as neutron source.
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1. Introduction

Among the so far proposed schemes for closed magnetic bottles,

the spiral coil or "Tornado" traps developed in Leningrad Q.-13]

provide an interesting and in several respects unique alternative.

In these traps a closed magnetic confinement region becomes bounded

by an outer spherical separatrix situated in the space between an

inner and an outer sphere-shaped spiral coil, as outlined in Fig.l.

The inner spiral is, in its turn, separated from the plasma confine-

ment region by an inner separatrix extended along the coil winding.

This makes the inner spiral accessible from exterior space. With a

device of the present kind, experimental investigations have earlier

been made on the confinement of injected electrons, as well as on
18 — 3

plasmas at ion densities of about 10 m and temperatures in the

range of a few electron volts Q* ,5 ,11,13 ,1»<Q. These experiments have

indicated a stable and classical behaviour of the confined particles.

A system having a number of features in common with Tornado

traps is the "Spherator" Q.5-17} . Especially when magnetically

shielded supports are used, also the inner ring-shaped coil of the

latter system becomes accessible from exterior space, i.e. through

an inner separatrix which is formed by the local magnetic field

generated by the support currents [l5,16,18}.

Rotating plasma operation was suggested at an early stage as

a plasma generation and heating mechanism in the Spherator, by

applying a voltage between the inner coil sr.d an electrode grazing

the surface of the outer magnetic separatrix [l6] , This technique

of crossed electric and magnetic fields has recently been recon-

sidered and combined with the concept of Tornado traps [19] . It

should provide special possibilities for heating and confinement

of hot and dense plasmas by a simple arrangement of quasi-steady

fields.

The present paper examines the potentialities and data of

rotating plasma operation in Tornado traps, also with respect to a

number of earlier discussed limiting effects



2. Characteristic Features of Rotating Plasmas in Tornado Traps

Before turning to the analysis of the plasma balance, we start

with considerations of the general features and potentialities

of Tornado traps with rotating plasmas.

2.1. The Magnetic Field Structure

As roughly outlined in Fig.l, magnetic confinement is produced

mainly by a poloidal field within a region being bounded by an

outer and an inner separatrix, C and C-• The following special

features of this field structure should be mentioned:

(i) In an ideal case theory predicts all magnetic field lines

to be confined within the volume inside the separatrix C ,

thus producing a perfectly closed bottle \l ,7j . Due to technical

imperfections, this statement may not be strictly true in a

real experimental device, especially in The regions which are

close to the intersections between C and the axis of symmetry.

Nevertheless the corresponding leakage of magnetic flux and

particles out of C is likely to be small, and need not

have a serious influence on the plasma balance.

(ii) Due to the spiral coil structure there are minor deviations

from a purely poloidal magnetic field with perfect symmetry.

Thus, the axial component of the current in the inner spiral

produces a weak toroidal field, and the finite number of coil

windings gives rise to slight asymmetries. These deviations

are not considered to be serious at the present stage, but

further investigations of their effects on plasma confinement

are desirable, especially as there is no simple relation

between the field topology and the particle motions. In this

connection it should further be observed that rotating

plasma operation c.oerimpcses a discharge current which intro-

duces an additional magnetic field. For the latter not to

disturb the field pattern in an unacceptable way, the spiral

coil field should be choosen as strong as possible, at the

same time as the required discharge current has to be minimized.



(iii) As in the Spherator, a compact field geometry with short

magnetic connection lengths is provided by Tornado traps,

with a concentration of the major part of the magnetic

field energy to the confinement volume.

(iv) A minimum-average-E geometry ran be realized, where the plasma

is confined in a magnetic potential through [2,7J.

2.2. Potentialities of Rotating Plasma Operation

Rotating plasma operation in Tornado traps leads to a combination

of the advantageous features of two different concepts, the spiral

trap geometry and the crossed-field technique. Thus, the former

concept results in the following properties:

(i.i) Closed bottles are provided having no plasma leakage along

the magnetic field, or at least such bottles in which there

is only a small leakage in the extreme upper and lower regions

being close to the axis of symmetry in Fig.l.

(i.ii) Due to the special geometry of these traps, the serious

limitation of end insulators with their associated

plasma-neutral gas interaction and critical velocity phenomenon

can be avoided p.9,20-222. Thus, at sufficiently high ion

densities for the plasma to become "impermeable" to neutral

gas [20, 23], the velocity of rotation should no longer be

limited to the critical value v =V2e<fr./m. determined by the

ionization potential $• and the ion mass m. [2l]• This also

makes Tornado traps differ from the closed Spherator traps

with magnetically shielded supports. In the latter a rotating

plasma still becomes subject to critical velocity limitation,

on account of the plasma "wind" which crosses the magnetic

separa.irix of the supports Q.8J, whereas the corresponding wind

in Tornado traps forms a strongly oblique angle with the

separatrix C -,

(i.iii)For a fully ionized plasma to be created from a neutral gas

cloud, the ion losses have to be kept below the ion production

r>ate. Since the latter is proportional to the neutral particle

density, this leads to a minimum neutral gas density

("J'oletâ v limit") t.'Iov; >;;ii"h nr: or r,«'.».-;r, s o f s'.r-adil.y increasiiiP



ion density oecomes possible [_20,2»TJ. As compared to open

bottles with their large losses along the magnetic field,

the smaller losses in the closed Tornado traps should thus

lead to a decrease in the minimum neutral gas density. In

its turn, this leads to a larger available range of ion

densities for operation of highly ionized plasmas.

(i.iv) For a confined plasma to be sustained in a fully ionized

quasi-steady state, a certain minimum power input and a

corresponding minimum plasma temperature are required [20,25]

This minimum power level depends on the plasma losses along

the magnetic field, and thus becomes minimized when using

closed configurations like that of Fig.l.

(i.v) In principle the effects of the critical velocity phenomenon

can be strongly reduced also in certain open magnetic bottles,

by choosing a field geometry with a large "radial ratio",

i.e. the ratio between the axial distances of a particular

field line in the rciidplane and at the end insulators (l?2,26j.

However, this leads to strongly elongated mirror-type con-

figurations in which the total magnetic energy is not used

efficiently to balance the plasma pressure, and in which the

full rotational velocity can be reached under stable

conditions only when very strong magnetic fields are applied

such as to reduce t.he beti value [2ff] .

(i.vi) At a given rotational velocity the absence of end losses in

Tornado traps leads to a heat balance at. higher temperatures

than those available in open magnetic bottles.

(i.vii)The confinement region of Fig.l extends through the spacings

between the consecutive turns of the inner spiral coil. As

compared to more conventional open rotating plasma devices

j_2CQ , this feature increases the shear heating due to ion-ion

viscosity, but also the particle, momentum, and heat losses

across the magnetic field.



In addition, the crossad-field technique earlier developed for

open magnetic bottles [_16,20, 27-32] introduces the following

properties into the spiral trap system:

(ii.i) A fully ionized plasma can easily be created, even at ion

densities being high enough for the plasma body to become

impermeable to neutral gas {_20,23j. Thus, crossed-field

discharges provide a large power input during the partially

ionized starting phase, thereby covering a required "burnout"

power of the order of several megawatts under laboratory

conditions |_20J-

(ii.ii) The viscous shear forces due T O ion-ion collisions produce

a heating power which is able to sustain a fully ionized

plasma well above the minimum temperature level [20,25].

Especially if the critical velocity can be exceeded, this

heating mechanism should lead to appreciable plasma

temperatures.

(ii.iii)In a stable state where there is a sufficiently small

impurity influx from wall interaction, the centrifugal force

should provide an efficient purification mechanism by which

heavier ions arc centrifuged out of the main plasma

body [33-39].

(ii.iv) The centrifugal confinement effect [27-32] concentrates the

plasma to the midplane of Fig.l, thus decreasing the plasma

density near the intersections between the separatrix C

and the axis of symmetry.

(ii.v) In rotating plasmas there arc additional stabilizing contri-

butions from the centrifugal force in the case of radially

increasing densities, and also from the Coriolis force

(3+0-42] .

To sum up the main consequences cf rotating plasma operation

in Tornado traps, it is seen that stable conditions without critical

velocity limitation are likely to be achieved, leading to the

production of dense and hot plasmas which even rray be used as compact

and strong neutron snw-rp.r, [̂ '̂J.



3. Basic Equations

A quasineutral plasm3 of ion density n is assumed to be

situated in the magnetic and electric fields h and E, possibly

in presence of an inunersed neutral gas of particle density n .

We introduce subscripts v = i,e,n for ions, electrons and neutrals,

the symbols p , T for scalar pressures and temperatures, v, j_

for the plasma fluid velocity and current density, p = p. + p ,

X for the non-scalar part of the pressure tensor, m = ir.. + m ,
— x e
m- = m_.m /(m- + m ), W - e$. for the ionization energy,

£ = <o w > for the ionizaticn rate due to electron-neutral
en en ,,

collisions with the cross section o and mutual velocity w ,
and

en
= <c

en en £. . w. > for the corresponding

non-ionizing collisions between charged and neutral particles. We

further neglect the fluid velo ity of the neutral gas throughout

this paper, except in the special discussions on neutral gas

penetration and or. the plasma-neutral gas balance of the partially

ionized boundary layer surrounding an impermeable plasma. Omitting

volume recombination, the particle, momentum, and heat balance

equations of the plesma can th-;-n be appx^oximatod by [j2O,23j

3nr- + div(r.v) = nn F, (1)

div 2 = 0

GV
nm = r.rr,(- div X -

(3)
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: E + v x B - (l/en>2 x B + (l/en)Vpe i

(3nknei/2B
2)B

| I? + 4 div(pv) + pdiv v + div
2 3t 2

R =

i 2 + mnn n ( e i r i q n + | c ) v 2 + crr.2p - i : Vv (5)

where MKSA units are used, n = n • + n J

n • = nt v ./e2n « 129UnA)/T3/2 = k T~ 3 / 2 with A equal to the ratio

between the Debye distance and the Coulomb impact parameter

v • is the electron-ion collision frequency, n = m n j

a[ is the heat flow vector due to conduction, c. = 1.7 x 10

represents Bremsstrahlung losses (j*5~J » f- ~ 1/2 is associated with

the heat transfer from ions to neutrals by elastic and charge-exchange

collisions and f with the analogous transfer from electrons to
en °

neutrals by all types of non-ionizing collisions (j*6j , R stands for

the additional radiation losses such as those by impurities,

c. - 1/2 is associated with the frictional heating power due to

ion-neutral collisions, and the constant c as well as the reaction

rate p(T.) represent the thermonuclear power production shared by

charged species [.453 .

In eq. (3) the term div ^ contains finite Larmor radius effects

as well as viscous shear forces which are of particular interest to

rotating plasmas. The latter forces have the approximate form
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(div ( 6 )

Here Lx is a coordinate in the rz-plane of Fig.l being

perpendicular to the field _B, and V is the viscosity due to

ion-ion collisions which in the strong field limit

v . . << u) . becomes

H* = 3nkTivii/15a)? = k1n2A3/2(£nA)/B2T^ /2 (7)

where
11

is the ion-ion collision frequency, w. the gyro
.1

frequency of ions, A is the mass number, and k, = 2.71 x 10

In eq. (5) the right-hand member contains all heat sources

and the left-hand member includes the compression or expansion and

heat convection effects, as well as other heat losses. Ion-ion

collisions produce the viscous shear heating power

(8)

as well as the heat conduction loss

(div (9)
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where A is the heat conductivity which becomes

A* « 5nk2T iv i i/Um iu)? = k 2 n 2 A 1 / 2 ( tnA)/B 2 T^ / 2

(10)

-42in the strong field limit, and k? = 1.50 x lo"
H/ Q»*T|,
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k. Fundamental Parameters and Properties

As outlined in Fig.l, a plasma is assumed to be confined

within the shaded region in the rz plane having the radial

extensions rQ, and rQ2 in the part of the mid-plane being

"outside" of the anode ring. The width of the confinement region

spacings between consecutive turns of the inner spiral is denoted

by L. and the corresponding average radius by r-. With an even

number N̂- of turns of the inner spiral, magnetic flux conservation

then yields

BiLiri a V r02 (11)

where B and B. are average magnetic field strengths in the

mid-plane interval rQ, <: r •$ rQ? and at the inner spiral coil

spacings, respectively.

The plasma is assumed to be enclosed in a discharge chamber

of volume V where it occupies the volume V, and the wall-near

regions of volume V = V - V are occupied by neutral gas only.

We further define S as the total surface area of the plasma,
2and LM =

H u
the plasma body.

- v
Q1

) as an equivalent longitudinal length of

Throughout this paper we further introduce the notations

no' Tio> Teo>
of the rotational velocity

+ Teo)/2 for the maximum values

, the ion density n, and the

of thetemperatures T., T in the interval rQ, ̂  r « r Q 2

midplane in Fig.l. In particular, when limiting the discussion to

a fully ionized rotating impermeable plasma, the following

features should be observed

(i) The plasma will be separated from the wall regions and a

surrounding neutral gas region by a thin partially ionized

layer G+7] .



(ii) In the interior of the fully ionized plasma body the

longitudinal electric field component E.. = E«J3/B becomes

much smaller than the transverse component

E - B x (E x B)/B , i.e. the zero order rotational velocity

v = E x B/B nearly obeys Ferraro's isorotation law of

constant angular velocity y/v along each field line in

Fig.l. Due to the viscous shear between the rotating plasma

and the boundary regions, the angular velocity should gradually

decrease in space towards low values when approaching the

field lines grazing the anode and cathode rings, as well as

the separatrices C and of Fig.l.

Ci at an

(iii)Due to the velocity v̂ p a strongly "oblique" plasma "wind"

is directed towards the inner separatrix surface

average angle of about 1/2N.« According to the theory on

magnetic support shielding [_18j , plasma particles should

still be prevented from hitting the inner spiral surface

when the ion thermal velocity w. >> jy' /2N^| , A concrete

example on these conditions is given later in Section 7.1.6.

(iv) Also the plasma density n and temperatures T., T should

decrease in space when approaching the electrodes, C and

C^. In addition, the centrifugal force will make the density

decrease along a field line when approaching the axis, whereas

the high thermal plasma conductivity along IJ should keep

the temperatures nearly constant along a field line.

U.I. The Ion Larmor Radius

Even at ion Larmor radii being comparable to or larger than

the macroscopic dimensions of the confinement region, a

quasi-neutral plasma can in principle be confined by means of

ambipolar electric fields, i.e. in combination with an efficient

trapping of the electrons. However, in the present case we restrict

the parameter ranges more seriously, namely to ion Larmor diameters

being at least smaller than the smallest spacing L. of Fig.l.

In combination with eq. (11) this yields the condition

(12)

for the main part of thr, thermal ion distribution not to hit the

inner spiral. If, i n ••vldUir,.;, q.'.pn,-{ :>.«.) \, 1 K have to be contained.
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L11C V U l U C A l •

1 O

c o n d i t i o n ( 1 2 ) .

joules should be inserted into

H.2. Neutral Gas Penetration into the Plasma

In a first approach the neutral particles penetrating into

the plasma body can be divided into a slow and a fast component

of densities n and n ~. The temperature of the former is

T << T., T and that of the latter T f = T.. The corresponding

penetration lengths are roughly given by L__ = l/o._n and

where
ns

= l/o nos
L n f = l/ocfn,

1 / o
cs

1/2
(13)

l/o
c f

1/2

when T = T. is comparable to T , and T is a mean value of
i r e ns

T in the region occupied by the main part of slow neutrals
1*1 S

With the characteristic dimension L, of the plasma body, the

critical densities

ncs = 1/GcsLb 'cf ncs
(15)

can then be defined. Thus, the plasma becomes "permeable dilute"

in the ion density range ncs' "permeable non-dilute" in the

ncs < n c f, and "impermeable" in the range

The effective cross sections
5

range

cs UJ.

(15) vary slowly with T in the range

there be approximated by l/a f = 100/a

and its isotopes.

5
10 < T <

* 5

°cs 7
and

10 K

10 1 8 m"2

'cf in

and can

for hydrogen



4.3- Plasma-Neutral Gas Density Relations

When studying the confined plasma within various ion density

regimes, the relations between the plasma and neutral gas densities

have to be determined. Here we summarize some earlier results

4?J of a quasi-steady case with classical diffusion.

4.3.1. Permeable_Plasmas

In presence of an .immersed neutral gas the ionization rate

will balance the Ions of plasma particles due to diffusion across

the magnetic field in a closed magnetic bottle. When the plasma
.5temperature exceeds some 10 K, the ionization rate

approximated by its "saturation" value, £ = E, - 10~x"T mJ/s.

The plasma-neutral particle balance is then determined by the

characteristic parameter (compare references [2G3 and [/•

o
2. T 3 / 2

^m e o IO eo
;K (16)

where

p xo
?02 " r 01 ) / 2 k T o ( r 02 or

(17)

with 0 <

values of

( 5 P '
 6i

B, T

) < 1, and B , T , T.o eo' i< are characteristic

as defined at the beginning of Section 4,

in connection with Fig.l. Further, f

transverse diffusion losses to the inner separatrix C.

is a factor due to the

being in

N./2. In laboratory devices we usually have

p >> 1. With th^sc starting points the density relations can be

the range 1 ̂  fx

th

estimated as follow



(i) In the case of dilute plasmas, the characteristic ion density

n becomes related to the neutral gas densities by

n - P n >> n >> n _o ^c ns ns nf
(18)

with both neutral gas components being almost uniformly

distributed over the plasma body.

(ii) In the case of non-dilute plasmas, the ion density will

instead be related to the neutral densities by

n = p n . po rc nf nf (19)

nns = nnfknsb " x / Lns ) nc (20)

where 10 < k , < 40 is a factor defined in detail elsewhere*v» nsb %
[23], and x is a local coordinate pointing into the plasma

body and being perpendicular to the plasma bou^'^ry. In this

case the fast component remains almost uniformly distributed

across the plasma, but the slow component will be limited

mainly to a thin boundary region cf thickness L
XIS

It should finally be stressed that relations (16) - (20) apply

to a closed bottle only. In open bottles the plasma losses increase

appreciably and thus lead to much larger equilibrium values cf

n /nns o and nnf/no than those determined by p . A similar

statement is true for anomalous diffusion which can be taken into

account by increasing k in eq. (16) accordingly, as well as in
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the case of losses due to instability phenomena.

^.3.2.

n = nn ns

In quasi-steady permeable plasmas the neutral gas density

+ n f becomes much smaller than the average ion density

within the plasma body, because at least one of the neutral

components enters the plasma by free streaming. On the other hand,

the neutral gas density in the boundary region of impermeable

plasmas will be comparable to the ion density, because all charged

and neutral particle fluxes are due to diffusion in such plasmas.

Consequently, plasma diffusion in the magnetic field makes the

ion density decrease across the partially ionized boundary layer,

from the value n-* at the inner edge down to a low level at the

outer edge of the layer. At the same time a counter-diffusion

of neutral gas takes place from the wall regions into the plasma,

by which the neutral gas density decreases from n in the
11W

wall region to nearly zero in the fully ionized plasma Q+7] .

In the approximation of a nearly homogeneous field B in the

boundary layer and with

n k.
,-1/2 (21)

as well as with the corresponding normalized densities

N
nw

= F<Nb> ; Nb H (22)

a relationship F(N. ) is then obtained as demonstrated by Fig.2.
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This result holds as long as the ion Larmor radius is small

compared to the width x. of the partially ionized boundary

layer, i.e. it cannot be extrapolated to B = C. For hydrogen

kg - 3 x 10" m tesla . It is thus seen that the densities of

the plasma and the neutral gas at the corresponding sides of the

partially ionized boundary region become uniquely related to each

other.

In a vessel of finite siz>? with the plasma confinement volume

V and the volume V,. of the wall regions, we further relate

the particle densities to the filling density n of neutral

atoms which prevails before the formation of a plasma. In a first

approximation it is now assumed that all neutral particles are

dissociated during the discharge period, and that n, at the

edge of the boundary layer is of the order of the characteristic

ion density n . Then, with N = n /n D, conservation ofo no no D

matter yields

2VoNno " V Nb VwNnw (23)

where now N b = n /n^. From eqs. (21) - (23) the plasma and neutral

gas densities can thus be expressed in terms of the filling

density n .

To obtain a well expressed separation between the fully

ionized plasma body and the surrounding neutral gas, it is necessary

for the thickness x. of the partially ionized boundary region

to become only a fraction of the width r 0 2 ~
 r m °f "the

confinement region. Since x, is of the order of 1 en» with the

data of laboratory devices given elsewhere [47] , this condition can

usually be satisfied for such devices.

4 • ̂ • Space Charge Formation in Rotating Plasmas

In a rotating plasma where a discharge is imposed across

a region of inhomogeneous ion density, it is riot obvious that

eq. (2) and the condition of quasi-neutrality can be satisfied. Here

it should only be pointed out that fields and space charges
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arise from the crag- between various particle species, i.e. from

div(v x B ) , Vp, civX , and from dv/dt [j2Ö] , Thus, there is some

arbitrariness in the spacial distribution of the elctric field E

in such a plasma.
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5. The PldamcL Balance and its Limiting Effects

The plasma balance equations (1) - (5) are now applied to

configurations of the type outlined in Fig.l. In such a curved

geometry determination of the detailed spatial distributions of

n, T., T , v, 2. becomes a difficult task. A simple approach is

therefore made in terms of crude meanvalue formations over the

~ stands for the effective extensionplasma body []2ÖJ , in which

along B and J3/3LX| = 2fx/(rQ2- rQ1) = 1/LX represents the

derivative in the direction across B, with the effects of the

inner separatrix C taken into account by the factor fx.

In this section the problems of the plasma balance and its

associated limiting effects will be treated in chronological order,

starting with the ionization process at low ionization degrees

and ending with the balance of a fully ionized hot plasma.

5.1. The lonization Process

5.1.1. The_Minimum_Neutral_Gas_Density_

The particle balance equation (1) can be rewritten in the

form

T T = n£ jjn - —=• div(nv)l
3t ^ L n n£ — '

C2H)

or can be integrated over the plasma volume V with the bounding

surface S to yield

(1/V) // nv • dS

S
(25)

where a bar on top of a symbol denotes meanvalue formation over V,
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and dS is in the outward noriiusl direction of S. from eqs. (2H)

and (2S) is immediately seen that an increasing ion density i

during the build-up cf e plasma from a neutral gas cloud only

becomes possible when the firs'; t era; of the right-hand members

u£ these equations is Larger ;:'iaii t:he second. This condition

can also be rewritten ir. rhe approximate form

n > n
n nmm £ n ) // nv • dSm o J ' — —

S

(26)

where the plasma temperature is restricted to values above some

10" K for which the iorization rate hats its saturation value £ .

The minimum neutral density of expression (26) is often

denoted as the "Poletaev limit" ^20,2iJ. In open magnetic bottles

and at nearly isotropic plasma temperatures, there is a large

contribution to the surface integral from the end losses along 13.

This causes experimental difficulties when attempts are made to

run rotating plasma discharges in the range of permeable non-dilute

plasmas Q o ] . However, in closed Tornado traps there are only

contributions from transverse plasma diffusion, and the limit

n • should therefore become substantially reduced in such

traps, also in the case of isotropic temperature distributions.

In open bottles comparatively low values of n . will only be

available at quite low ion densities, such as in the permeable

dilute range where large temperature anisotropies can exist and

magnetic mirror confinement reduces the end losses.

To obtain more detailed information about the minimum neutral

density during the ionization process in closed bottles, we now

have to estimate the transverse flux of particle diffusion entering

the integral of expression (26). For this purpose a simple steady

straight-cylinder case is considered with an axial homogeneous

magnetic field _B = (0,0,E) in a frame (r,y ,z) having z along

the symmetry axis. Substituting j_ * IS from the equation of

motion (3) ir.to Ohm's law (4) and neglecting E, as compared to



£„. as well as n "to n • , the components of the plasma

fluid velocity in the r and (fi directions become

vr= - ( 2 7 )

(28>

where

/B) - (aiWi/2nT)

i(aiWi/4n^T) Upl + geign(Er/B) (29)

w + gn)(Er/B) + (aiWi/2nT)

(30)

1/2 represents the thermal velocity ofand W. = (2kl\./m. )

gyration with the corresponding Larmor radius

6in in foii ii } ' e . - v . /a
f)ei ei e



gs = gin + (3a?/8L^)gii, g^ = Er/ErW. v i n = n ^ ,
2

v . = e nn . /m , and to . , u) are the gyro frequencies of ions

and electrons. A .situation of special interest is that for which

a./Lx, g. , g-.-, gp • , and go all become much smaller than

unity. The radial diffusion velocity (27) then reduces to

gs(Er/B)

/B)-(aiWi/2nT) i|2p (31)

In the right-hand member of this expression the first term is due

to the ion-neutral drag on the plasma moving at the zero order

rotational velocity E /B, the second and third terms represent

dirfusion due to Coulomb collisions being driven by the centrifugal

aceeleratien (E /B) Iv and by the pressure gradient in presence

of the Nernst effect, and the fourth term is an E x B_ guding

centre drift due to possibly existing azimuthal inhomogeneities

which produce an electric field EM . The last term arises from
Sr o

the pressure gradient, i.e. from the part (j5/2eB ) x Vp of nv.

In eq. (2*O the divergence of this part gives rise only to a

contribution (2/B )(B_ x V̂ B^ * ZP from the azimuthal guidingcentre drift due to ^B, thus producing no particle losses in

the radial direction.

Applying the obtained result (27)-(31) to expression (26) for

the minimum neutral density, the corresponding condition for a

steadily increasing ionization degree has the approximate form

(32)
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Among the contributions to the right-hand member of this

expression, the sign of the neutral drag term g v depends on
s o

the direction of rotation. The sign of the guiding centre drift

Ejp /B is further determined by E ^ which in a quasi-steady

magnetic field ES depends on local charge separation phenomena
2 —

from azimuthal asymmetries. Finally, the contribution v /rio.

from the centrifugal force is always in the positive radial

direction, whereas (a./4L1)W. stands for a contribution from

the density and temperature gradients which usually change

directions when passing from an outer to an inner boundary, such

as from C to C. in Fig.1. Consequently, when determining

the minimum density from (32), the net contribution of particle

losses to the boundary surface S have to be calculated, as shown

later in this paper.Due to the absence of plasma losses along B, expression

(32) differs substantially from the more conventional forms of

the Poletaev limit £20,2*+]. Thus, the right-hand member decreases

at increasing magnetic field strengths, and it contains terms

depending on the plasma and neutral gas densities, n and n .

5.1.2.

When the electron temperature T can be kept above some

10 K within the main parts of the plasma body, the ionization

rate will everywhere be close to its saturation value £•,

regardless of the existence of asymmetries and inhomogeneities.

If this is not the case, however, and T 5 only becomes high

enough for a full ionization rate to be reached within limited

regions, the corresponding minimum density becomes higher than

that predicted by condition (32). Such a situation is imaginable

for the spoke-rihapfd structures earlier1 observed during the

starting process of rotating plasm-is L?!jJ • Possibly such azimuthal

inhomogeneitiea oven become necessary for the creation of

sufficiently high local electric fields to produce hot electrons

in presence of a strong transverse magnetic field Q0,48J.



Due to the strong heating of ions in crossed-field discharges,

also a certain heating power may be transferred to the electrons

by Coulomb collisions. Further investigations are required on

the magnitude of the ion temperature and density for this to

become an effective mechanism.

It has earlier been suggested to heat the electrons to the

full ionization energy by making their azimuthal drift energy

m 12 approach the ior.ization energy W [49] . On account of the

large corresponding centrifugal force of the plasma at velocities

of the order of (m,./n ) ' v , the crossed-f ield discharges would

then have to be run either at low ion densities, or at strong

magnetic fields ana excessively large electric fields. Doth these

cases require the velocity limitation through v to be removed

in some way, at the? same time as there is neutral gas immersed

in the plasma.

5.2. The Burnout Process

Expression (32) only represents a necessary condition for

the transformation of neutral gas into a plasma body. For the

creation of a fully ionized rotating plasma, an additional

condition must be fulfilled during the "burnout" process. Thus,

a certain threshold of the power input has to be surpassed to

overcome the maximum plasma-neutral gas drag force [20,50, 5lJ.

During this process an inflow of slow neutrals takes place from

the wall regions, as well as an outflow of the fast neutrals

being created by charge-exchange with the rotating-plasma ions.

At a filling density n of neutral atoms, the corresponding

maximum driving current then becomes

Jc * 1T(r02 (33)

for configurations of the type given in Fig.l. Here



K = 8 ° in n no ( V V ) < v c

w? = 3kT. /m. , w = (BkT /'irm ) ?~ wi th T as t h e w a l l t e m p e r a t u r e ,
i i i w w • n w

02
r 0 ] ) ] <f> J r^drds (35)

£ o

where the first integral is taken around a field line I, and the

maximum drag force -and current J are reached when

nn = (nn ) = 2n V /VK ; n = n =2n V /Vt'Kn n c no o c no o
C36)

Expression (33) is based on the assumption that the rotational

velocity v^ is close to the critical velocity v during the

burnout process, and that the plasma obeys the permeability

condition n ;< n c at ion densities up to that yielding maximum

drag force, i.e. n < n f in the notation of eq. (36). Azimuthal

spoke-shaped asymmetries are likely to be present during the

burnout process QcfJ , in which case eq. (36) should refer to an

azimuthal rneanvaiue formation. Such spokes may not only become

important to the ionization rate described in Section 5.1.2., but

should also make the wall-emitted back-flux of slow neutrals

penetrate further into the confinement region.

The critical current (33) agrees so far with experimental

observations of a rather sharply defined transition from a lowly to

a highly ionized plasma state f?Q, Slj.
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S. 3. Balance of a Fully Ionized Plasma

We now turn to the balance and relaxation times of the fully

ionized plasma state. Attention will mainly be paid to the volume

of an impermeable plasma being situated inside the partially

ionized boundary layers, but part of this section should also apply

to permeable plasmas. Concerning the latter, however, it has to

be pointed out that: experimental interpretations of the particle,

momentum, and heat balance, as well as the corresponding relaxation

times, should suffer from conp.l ications due to plasma-neutral gas

interact!on Vl3 ,1?1 .

In this section WP put 7. ^ T = T . At least for a clean
1 in ec o

hiehly ionizer; plasma, tL-e r-jte 3m nk(T - T.)v -/2m. of heat
-• j ' ' e e i ei i

transfer5 between ior.G and electrons becomes large enough compared

to the bremsstrahlung loss c,n^/Te for | T. - T | << T\ + Tg in

the temperature range up to 10 K [2 0] • However, with extra radiation

losses and heat sources which change the ion-alectron heat balance

considerably, the present results may have to be modified, among

other things by introducing separate heat balance equations for

ions and electrons.

5.3.1. 1£e_Particle_Balance

A simple model of the particle loss mechanisms has already

been given in Section 5.1.1. In particular, when asymmetries are

absent and neutral gas interaction can be neglected, the particle

confinement time in a strong magnetic field will be of the order

of [20]

(37)

where K is given by eq. (17) and fx has been defined at the

beginning of Section 5.
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5.3-2. T|}e_Momenturo_ Balance

A detailed analysis of the momentum balance and its corres-

ponding equivalent circuit has earlier been presented in reference

[J2(F] . Concerning the directions perpendicular to 13, we shall

only consider the simplified circuit of the driving current imposed

between the electrodes, as obtained from a combination of eqs. (3)

and (4). This circuit consists mainly of an equivalent capacity

rz
r01 ) Lfm ino / ( r02 " r01 ) Bo

(38)

and a parallel resistance

Rrz = V Crz (39)

where

02 01 .n
i o

£. r.
in n

(40)

and y. is defined by eq. (7). Thus, the momentum losses in a

closed bottle become represented by P. which consists of con-

tributions from viscous shear by ion-ion collisions, from particle

losses by diffusion, and from a drag force due to a possibly

remaining background of neutrale. The corresponding angular momentum

confinement time becomes
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tv = RrzCrz
(41)

The results (38) - (HI) apply to the momentum balance in the

transverse direction, as long as there is a sufficiently strong

magnetic field. The corresponding beta limit is treated later in

Section 5.3-4.

In the direction along 13, the balance between the thermal

pressure and the centrifugal force yields the spatial density

distribution [30,32]

n(r)/n(o) = exp [- AkT)(l - r2/r2)l

along a field line which cuts the midplane in Fig.l at the radius

r .

5.3.3. The_Heat_Balance

In a steady state, mean value formation over eq. (5) and

combination with expressions (7) - (10) yields the approximate

integrated form of the heat balance equation (compare references

[20, 22])
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,l/2_ , n.,̂ . 3_
2

Cr p no

+ 4k, ( C«*3)

where the additional radiation losses R are neglected, no extra

Ohmic heating is superimposed except that from the rotating plasma

discharge, and 0 < 6 < 1. The term including the reaction rate

p only differs from zero when there is alpha particle containment.

When neutral gas interaction can be neglected, eq. (43)

reduces to

(p(7/ro)
2//A-]

with v - hand, when neutral gas

interaction dominates the heat balance, eq. (43) yields

(45)



Within the range of increasing ion densities, the following

situations should now arise with respect to neutral gas interaction:

(i) When the power input is too small to produce a highly ionized

permeable or impermeable plasma, all terms of eq. (43) have in

general to be retained. The contributions from n are of
n

special importance at low and intermediate ionization degrees.

With substantial amounts of neutral gas being immersed in the

plasma body, it is likely that the rotation becomes limited by

the critical velocity phenomenon, i.e. v ^ v . For v = v

and A = 1 the temperature T then becomes limited to a

value of the order of 10 K. This result may have to be

modified in cases where the ion and electron temperatures differ

significan-tly from each other, on account of neutral gas

interaction and extra radiation losses.

(ii) When a highly ionised permeable plasma is created, the ion

and neutral densities n ?nd n become related as described
o n

by expressions (16) - (20) of Section 4.3.1. Whether there is
much neutral gas enough to give rise to velocity limitation

should depend on the resulting i

requires further investigation.

should depend on the resulting ratio n /n , but this question

(iii)When an impermeable plasma 5s created, neutral gas is only

important in the boundary regions, as described in Section

4.3.?. The heat balance ~ the fully ionized main part of the

plasma body should then be- governed by eq. (44), with no

velocity limitation imposed en plasmas in closed bottles.

In Fig.3 the relation between v and T is demonstrated
o o

for a deuterium-tritium m'.xture at some values of y with
B being strong enough for the(r/r ) -' 1, and at fields

centrifugal force to b* balanced and stability to be secured.

Tha backward-go ing branches a., y - 0.15 and 0.20 are due

to the thermonuclear reaction rat*? o and alpha particle

containment of iq. (44) which are able to sustain the plasma

at small velocities and shear heating powers when the transverse

losses represented by 1/y become sufficiently small. In the
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present heat balance the limiting temperature at I/y = u

will be given by crp(TQ) = cb/TQ and T Q = 3 x 10
7 K,

because no extra power is assumed to be extracted from the

plasma. Finally, the common branch in Fig.3 at temperatures

T < 2 x IQ7 K is represented by v2/T = 2.23 x 1OU. This
o r o o

branch usually corresponds to higher temperatures at a given

rotational velocity than those being reached in open bottles

with end losses.

5.3.4. ihe_Beta_Lin}it

We now turn to the beta value of the transverse momentum

balance mentioned in Section 5.3.2. For Tornado configurations

of the geometry outlined in Fig.l we apply the "ring-current model"

of the high-beta plasma balance earlier analysed to some detail

f26j . According to this analysis, the "frozen-in" magnetic field

at the outer boundary in the midplane of Fig.1 is "expanded" by

the centrifugal force and its associated azlmuthal electric current

Jjp , from the position r = ro~ to r = ro_ + Ar.-^- In a first

approximation the relative magnitude of this radial expansion

becomes

(Ar02/r02)c " r01}Vo/Bo(r02
(46)

Concerning the total radial expansion of the magnetic field at

the outer boundary of a fully icnized plasma, two cases now have to

be distinguished from each other:

(i) "In open bottles the rotating plasma becomes relatively cool,

on account of the large end losses {jtö] . This yields
o

equilibrium values of v /T being larger than those determined

from eq. (43). Then, the contribution from the pressure gradient

to the total radial expansion of the magnetic field remains

small, as compared to that from the centrifugal force.



(ii) In the present closed bottles the losses are smaller and the

plasma hotter than in open bottles. This leads to larger

contributions from the pressure gradient to the total radial

expansion ratio Arn_/r_o. The common branch v*/T = ko/k,A
U i. u i- o O t. i.

of the heat balance yields a ratio between the pressure gradient

and centrifugal forces cf the order of
2 k To ( r02 r,-,-. )/m,.vl(roo - r.0i" i o 0? lGl
radial expansion ratio thus becomes

). Ir. closed bottles the total

O l 02 01

02 01

1 + 01

miVo(r02~r01

which has to be kept within reasonable limits to secure a stable

state with acceptable perturbations of the confinement region

boundaries.
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6. Stability Properties

Due to the curvature of the magnetic field in configurations

of the type outlined in Fig.l, and due to the presence of a

centrifugal force, it mav at a first sight be believed that the

present confinement system becomes unstable to MHD-modes. However,

a detailed analysis shows that there are several combined features

which should secure the stability of an impermeable plasma sur-

rounded by a partially ionized boundary layer [2,7,40-12,53,

(i) It is possible to produce magnetic potential troughs ("wells")

in Tornado traps [2,7].

(ii) A strong stabilization ari&es in the boundary layer due to

ths joint viscosity-pressure-resistivity effects [53] . Also

a certain magnetic line-tying effect can become important

at the electrodes which act as limiters [54].

(iii)Adiabatic magnetic compression effects on MHD disturbances

in the inhomogeneous magnetic field Q»(f| lead to

"maximum-B" and "average-maximum-B" stabilization, the latter

being especially pronounced in systems with a magnetic

separatrix [41] . The stabilizing influence of this mechanism

is enhanced by finite Larmor radius effects

(iv) In cases where the centrifugal force is sufficiently strong

compared to the pressure gradient, the corresponding centri-

fugal potential affects plasma stability. Then, a radially

increasing plasma density in the plasma interior provides a

stabilizing mechanism Qi0,4l], Also the Coriolis force yields

a certain stabilizing contribution [42],
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7, Applications to Specified Devices

The present results are now applied to two types of specified

devices, namely to data being closely related to the "Tornado 650"

device operated in Leningrad jj>Cl » an<* ^° "t^ie example of a

somewhat larger device in which thermonuclear reactions and neutron

emission can be studied. The main data being adopted are

summarized in Table 1. As common data we introduce Z = 1,

fx = N

AnA =

en en

range

i/2

10,

(10

=

3 x

20

6> fr

T w = 500

lo'20 m

• io22)

=

2

m

C

K,

-3

• 2,

0

for

K
P

in

10

3

5

1,

x 10

•S T •

Ar02

" 1 9 m

.< 107

/r02
2

K,

= B =
as well

and

Q.I

as

no in the

7.1. Data Corresponding to "Tornado 650"

7.1.1. Ion Larmor Radius Limitation

107B2

oFrom expression (12) the condition T. 4: 3.9

is obtained for the main part of the ions not to hit the inner

spiral. It can easily be seen that this condition becomes satisfied

within the parameter ranges given by Table 1 and the figures

later presented in this section.

7.1.2. The_Critical__Ion_Densities

The determination of the critical ion densities of eq. (15) is

somewhat uncertain. It depends on the question whether the plasma

body thickness shall be identified with a dimension L, of the

order of r n o, or of r n o - r... In the latter case,
U C U / U 1

plasma-wall interaction at the inner separatrix C- is included,
as well as that at the outer separatrix C . We shall adopt this

point of view here which yields the critical densities
20 -?

and n j =10 m " for hot plasmas when

5 7
10 < T < 10 K. At lower temperatures, the density n

behaves as demonstrated in Fig.4.
cf
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7.1.3. P.§D§ity._Relationshit2S

In the case of permeable plasmas the parameter. p = 20B /T

of eq. (16) is used to estimate the concentration ratios of plasma

and neutral gas. Thus, eq. (18) yields n = 20B /TQn g for a

permeable dilute plasma. In a permeable non-dilute plasma eqs.

(19) and (20) yield n = 20B2/T n .o o o nf
16and n

n s
/ n

nf
 = 2°exp (- 5 x 10 x/nQ) for nsb

5
0.1 tesla and T >, 10 K, the neutral

and nnf always become much smaller than

Consequently, with

gas densities n

the ion density n in a well-confined and stable permeable

plasma which has no losses along 13.

In the case of impermeable plasmas, the relations between the

neutral gas filling density n , the plasma density n , and

the magnetic field strength are determined by eqs. (21) - (23) for

a vessel of finite volume V . These relationships have been

plotted in Fig.5 with the data of Table 1. The error committed

by putting the plasma density n, at the inner edge of the

boundary layer equal to the characteristic plasna density n

should not be important to laboratory plasmas of moderately high

maximum temperatures, i.e. when n T =; const within the plasma

interior. In plasmas of thermonuclear temperatures, however, the

approxmation no = nb of Section 4.3.2. may become too crude.

7.1.4. The_Neutra!_Gas_Density._Limit

From expression (32) we now obtain the condition

|l.lxlO"2nn • 7.9xlO'
6(no/B

2) ± 1015|E

for the plasma density to increase during the ionization process

It is here assumed that v = v and T a 10 K during this



process. Tn condition (47) the sign in front of E.. depends on

the d i rpct T on of rotfltinr, .?nd th*? """yp*? of

to be considered. Two cases have to be distinguished from each

othar:

(i) 'When E(p is negligible, B > 0.1 tesla and n < 10 n ,

condition (47) x̂ ill always be fulfilled at the data adopted

here. Thus, it should become possible to create a plasma

at much lower densities in Tornado traps than in earlier

used open bottles where a limit n . of the order of
19 -3 n m i n

3 x 10 m has been predicted theoretically and also appears
to agree with experiments Q?Oj .

(ii) When E-, represents the main contribution to the right-hand

member of expression (47), the neutral gas density has to

exceed the minimum value n • = 1 0 |E |/B . Thus,

i iazimuthal inhomogeneities producing drift velocities E«, /B

which are only a fraction of the critical velocity v can

raise the limit n
nm-;n considerably.

7.1.5. The Burnout Current

With the present data eqs. (3MJ) and (36) yield

x io" n n o and n = 1.9 x 10 /n , Since

according to Section 7.1.2., we then have K >> 1 and n < n -
20 2 2 - 3

when choosing 10 < n ,$10 m . The conditions underly:

eqs. (33) - (36) are thus fulfilled, and the critical burnout

curren;

Fig.6.

— 1 R Q 90 -3
K = 3 x 10 n n Q and nc = 1.9 x 10 ^ n o . Since n Q f * 10 m

:ion 7.1.2., we then
20 2 2 »-3

when choosing 10 < n <: 10 m . The conditions underlying
full

— 18
current becomes J = 1.5 x 10 n /B as demonstrated in

c no o

7.1.6. Tht_Heat_Balance

Within the present parameter range the plasma becomes

impermeable to neutral gas. Since thermonuclear power production

and bremsstrahlung should be negligible here, the heat balance

equation (44,) reduces to the simple relation

V2/T « 5.5 % 101* C49)
o o

The ratio between the perpendicular plasma "wind" velocity

at the separatrix surface C. and the ion thermal velocity is then

of the order of vQ/2N.v/. -• ().0hH<<2.. This implies that the inner

spiral should be. magnetically shielded frorr. the rotating plasma.



7.1.7. The_Beta_Limitatign

According to eq. (H7) the total beta value becomes

39

8 * 3.1 x 10"33n v2/B2 = 1.7 * 10"28n T /B2

o o o o o o
(50)

where use has been made of the heat balance relation of Section

7.1.6. If a maximum radial expansion ratio of Ar 0 ?/r 0 ? = 0 = 0 . 1

is permitted, we obtain

0 ? / r 0 ?

T o = 5.8 x 10
2 BB 2/n o (51)

This result is demonstrated in Fig.7 for the ranges of n and

B given by Table 1. From Fig.7 is seen that, even with a device

of moderately large dimension? and magnetic field strengths like

''Tornado 650", temperatures of considerable interest to confinement

studies should be reached in the impermeable density regime. In
20 -3

the permeable density regime, below n - 10 m , higher

temperatures may become avv'labie, but here plasma-neutral gas

interaction in the interior of the confinement region also has to

be taken into account.

7 . 1 . 3 , Circui t .Lie men t s andRelaxaticnTimes

In the impermeable ion density regime, the equivalent electric

circuit elements of pqs. (38) and (39) as well as the relaxation

times (37) and (41) become Cr,_, = 1.2 * :0~
?5no/B

2
) farads,

10 H "I /no c oR = 7 . 1 4 *
vz

and t = 0.1>+ t . F.Rpecir-illy a t t h e b e t a l i m i t of e q . (51 )

l'l ? r= 6.3 x 10 B "T /n s e c . ,p o o o
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The momentum containment time t , and its corresponding value

f̂ t,, iv. absence of momentum losses to the region inside the

i r.ner separatr i x

and

:f Fig.l, is plotted in Fig.8 as a function

In experimental studies of the magnetic confinement,

measurements of the angular momentum containment time t will be

of special interest, this time also being connected in a simple

way with the particle containment time t in closed bottle

geometry. For this purpose the "free-wheeling" time can be

measured of a plasma released from the external power input.

Measurements :ar iJso be made on the steady-state angular momentum

loss and the stored angular momentum. In this connection the

angular momentum ca;; be oi'tafne-J from a short-circuit across the

electrodes of Fig.i and a measurement of the extracted reversed

current pulse jj>cQ . However, when there is r.n inductance L

in the outer circuit during the short-circuit, a reversed current

> 1. As an example1/2can only be detected when 9 = R (C /L )
rz rz o

with L = 10"5 Henry, we obtain 6 = 8.1 x 10ZÖB°/T /n O / i. For
0 J O O O

BQ = 0.2 tesla, = 10 K, n = 10
1m-3 this results in

6 = 6.5 * 10 " << 1 at which value no reversed current can be

indicated at all, whereas such a current should be observable when

B Q = 0.6 tesla, T Q = 4 x 10 K,

6 = 2.1 > 1.
n

o n -
= 3 x 10 m yielding

7.1.9.

By combination of sqs. (42) and (U9), the centrifugal effect

on the longitudinal plasma density distribution can be estimated

from

n(r)/nQ = exp [-1,7 (l-r
2/r2)] (52)



for a field line passing the mid-plane at the radius r . Within

the major parts of the confinement volume of Fig.l, the density

ratio of eq. (52) is seen to vary only slowly along 13, having

its smallest value in regions near the axis where n(r)/n = 0.19
2 2 °

for r << r .
o



7.2. Data of a Tornado Neutron Source

7.2.1. Ion Larinor_Radius Limitation

With the data of Table I the ion Larmor radius of deuterium

and tritium ions roughly limits the ion temperature to
Tio ^ 6' 2 x 10?B':- T h i s condition is fulfilled for the thermalized

plasma particles within the parameter ranges later given in this

section.

In the case of aipha particle containment, a magnetic field

strength B >, 39 tesla would be required. Such strong fields

are excluded from the present d? scussicr., thus omitting any

contribution from alpha particle heating to the plasma balance.

Possibly some of the alpha particles could get trapped between

the mirror points in the feld i i Fig.l, at field strengths

3 < 39 "resl-i, .has be coning thermal ir.ed. This possibility is net

considered in r\e.vr:.

7.2.2. be. ion

C c m r i r i r,.n, v::\r. . (--} ?.rx {'•'•"/) o fhea+- balance and a beta

limitation at 8 -'•.":, the corresponding relations between

n , B^, Tr , and •/̂  b̂ cor.c- as demon^trat'-d by Fig.S. As a

consequence, thermonuclear temperatures should be reached in an

impermeable plasm? at t»cnn:oelly realizable magnetic field

strengths.

7.2.3.. i-}6_Reaction<_Ra-te_a.jd_Neutron_Production

The total thermonuclear power production IT and the neutron

production rate v are given by

TI = Mc v
rtot v = (53)

where c
r t o t

x 10-13 joules. In the present parameter

ranges the result becomes as shown in Fig.10. These ranges
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are reasonable from the technical point of view. As an example,
''1-3 6

B = 3 tesia, n -10" m ", T - b * 1U"K yields a tnermo-

o o c

nuclear power cf 10'JW at ?.n electrode voltage of about 10

volts and a <l^i v:i r.g current of nearly SOL' amperes. Consequently,

appreciable neut^cr vie Ida and reaction powers are expected to

become available in Tornado traps under technically realizable

conditions.
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8. Conclusions

8.1. Summary of Main Potentialities

Provided that stable confinement becomes possible and that

the effects due to asymmetries from the spiral coil structure

are negligible during rotating plasma operation in Tornado traps,

such systems should offer a unique combination of important

properties:

(i) Of special interest to basic research is the closed and

compact magnetic bottle geometry to which the crossed-field

technique can be applied, in absence of end insulators. By

relatively simple technical means this should make possible

the generation and heating of fully ionized plasmas within a

large range of ion densities, temperatures, and rotational

velocities.

(ii) At technically realizable magnetic field strengths and

moderately large dimensions, it should further be possible

to study thermonuclear reactions in these systems, and to

use them as neutron sources. Whether full-scale fusion

reactors can be based on the present concept is a question

which requires further research, partly on the problems of

pulsed operation of the inner spiral and its interaction

with neutron:; and plasma particles.

8.2.

A first series of rotating plasma experiments has started

with "Tornado 650" in Leni.ngr.vi Q>£] • Concerning the future

experimental work the fallowing suggestions may be nvide, part of

which nave already been put forward at an earlier occasion j_57_[ :

(:: ) The various ion density regimes of impermeable and permeable

plasmas should be investigated. In particular, the low neutral-

density limit predicted in Section 7.1.4 may provide the

possibility of creating hot plasmas at lower densities than

what has so far- be?ri possible in open bottles.



(ii) The burnout conditions of Section 7.1.5. should be investi-

gated. Tn this connection the ion density and ionizaticn

degree have ^o be determined experimentally, e.g. by laser

interferoir.etry, spectroscopy, probe measurements, and by

measuring the reversed current ("crow-bar" or "back-pulse")

signals during a short-circuit across the electrodes. The

las i r:\ethou then requires the parameter 6 of Section 7.1.8

to become Itvger than anity, e.g. by choosing a strong magnetic

field.

(iii)The plisma innurlty content and its associated effects of

wall interaction should be further studied by spectroscopic

means, at var.Lout; operation cor.ditLrns, also including the

case where extra obstacles are inserted into the confinement

region. Such investigations rave already begun in a first

series of experiments fSfij.

(iv) The :u-jst i -h r\£ sur>f n -r it i.ool velocities i.P of

fundament.:*] impcr^anoe. 'r'h\;:.- , the rotational velocity of the

plasiia should be determined, by Hoppler-shift measurements

of emir tec linos froii heli'urn or other elements which can be

mixed into a hydrogen plasma, or possibly by determining the

voJtsge across the electrodes and the corresponding electric

field. Further, parti civ? detectors can be used to study

energetic neutrals which are produced by charge-exchange

with trie p]asma ions, In ion density ranges which permit such

neutrals to escape fror. *~he plasma.

(v) At high rotational velocities also plasma temperature

measurements become important, by spectroscopy applied to the

lines of helium and other elements, as well as by laser light

scattering methods.



(vi) The momentum decay time t of Section 7.1,8 should become

especially in an impermeable plasma without end losses. Here

determinations of the power input and the stored angular

momentum in a steady state give valuable information. However,

a clear method of direct measurement is that of "free-wheeling'

JJ2(]] , i.e. by cutting off the driving current between the

electrodes and measuring the decay time of the rotational

velocity and the corresponding electrode voltage.

(vii)At the strongest possible magnetic fields and lowest ion

densities, m e results of Section 7.? indicate that neutrons

may possibly be detected ir. the case of a deuterium-tritium

mixture, evnn in sue:; a jmall device as "Tornado 650".

The author vnr;hos to express rvir; thanks to the staff of the

Ioffe Institute for valuable discussions on Tornado traps during a

stay in Leningrad in May 1376, The collaboration with

J. Bergström during the reconstruction work of the crossed-field

system of "Tornado GiO" ic also graiefully acknowledged.

Stockholm, June 23, 1976
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11. ListofSymbols

Conventional symbols of field quantities are not

included in this list. References to corresponding numbered

equations and sections are given within brackets.

» Bi

Co> Ci

Crz

fin

K

K_

mass number (7)

ion Larmor radius (25)

characteristic magnetic field strengths in
mid-plane and at inner spiral spacings (11)

outer and inner magnetic separatrix (Sec. 2.1)

equivalent capacity of rotating plasma (38)

coefficient of bremsstrahlung loss (5)

coefficient of fractional thermonuclear power
contained by charged particles (5)

fractional heat transfer from ions to neutrals (5)

factor expressing effective momentum loss during
burnout process (35)

factor expressing effects of inner separatrix on
transverse losses (16 and Sec. 5)

burnout current (35)

burnout parameter (3M,)

correction factor containing contribution from
centrifugal force (17)

coefficient of characteristic density in
boundary layer model (21)

factor of electron-ion resistivity (5)

coefficient of transverse plasma viscosity (7)

coefficient of transverse plasma heat conductivity (10)

equivalent longitudinal length of plasma body (Sec, *O

characteristic length corresponding to derivative
in direction across magnetic field (6 and Sec, 5)
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Nv normalized plasma density at inner edge of partially
ionized layer (22)

N. number of turns of inner spiral (11)

N normalized neutral gas density at outer edge of
nw partially ionized layer (22)

N normalized neutral gas filling density (23)

n £• critical density of fast neutrals (15)

n critical density of slow neutrals (15)

n n total density of neutrals (5)

nn£ density of fast neutrals (Sec. 4,2)

n • minimum neutral gas density (26)

n density of slow neutrals (Sec. 4,2)us

R _ parallel resistance of rotating plasma (39)

r^ average radial distance of inner coil spacing (11)

r radial distance of a certain field line in
mici-plane (42)

TQ-, inner radius of confinement region in mid-plane (11)

r Q 2 outer radius of confinement region in mid-plane (111

S total surface area of plasma (Sec, 4)

T , T4O>
 T

e o characteristic temperatures of plasma, ions

and electrons (Sec, 4)

t particle confinement time (37)

t y angular momentum confinement time (41>1

V plasma volume (Sec. 4)

VQ volume of discharge chamber (Sec, 4)

V w volume between plasma and walls (Sec, 41

vc critical velocity (Sec. 2.2)

v Q characteristic value of rotational velocity (Sec, 41

v rotational velocity (6)

W^ average velocity of gyration of an ion (29)
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thickness of partially ioniaed boundary
layer (Sec. 4,3.2)

B

6.

in

nei> nen

Vei

v. .

vin

n
P

p c

0en

°en

total beta value

centrifugal beta value

magnetic field parameter

relative radial expansion (46J

fraction of neutral-ion frictional power
being absorbed by ions (51

total resistivity

contributions to total resistivity from electron-ion
and electron-neutral collisions (5)

transverse heat conductivity (10)

transverse viscosity (7)

neutron production rate (53!)

electron-ion collision frequency (5)

ion-ion collision frequency (7)

ion-neutral collision frequency (27-301

ionization rate (1)

rate of electron-neutral collisions (5}

rate of ion-neutral collisions (3)

"saturation" value of ionization rate (16)

thermonuclear power production (53)

thermonuclear reaction rate (5)

characteristic parameter of ionization-diffusion
balance (16)

cross section of non-icnizing electron-neutral
collisions (Sec. 3}

cross section of ionizing electron-neutral collisions
(Sec.3)

a.
m

0) . U)
i, e

cross sect ion of ion-neut ra l c o l l i s i o n s (Sec, 31

gyro frequencies of ions and e lec t rons (7 , 27-3,0).



Table 1. Main data adopted in calculations on "Tornado 650"

and on a larger device for studies of thermonuclear plasmas.

Symbols

A

r01

r02

L«

?i

S

V

Vo

Vw

Bo

and units

(m)

(m)

(m)

Cm)

Cm2)

(m3)

(m3)

(m3)

(tesla)

Tornado 650

1

0.32

0.37

1.7

0.172

2

0.18

0.30

0.11

0.1 T 1

Th ermonuc1ear

2.

0.

0.

-

0.

-

-

-

1 T

device

5

60

70

325

10
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. Outline of a Tornado trap with special arrangements for

rotating plasma operation. The plasma confinement region is

indicated by the shaded area, being bounded by the outer and

inner separatrices C and C.. In case of rotating plasma

operation, the surface of the inner spiral has to be electrically

insulated and provided with an anode ring in its mid-plane,

whereas a cathode ring is placed such as to graze the outer

separatrix. An electric field E gives rise to a discharge

across the magnetic field B and produces a plasma rotating at

the velocity v in the azinuthal direction.

Fig.2. The relation between the normalized densities and

N = F(Nv) of plasma and neutral gas at the corresponding

sides of a partially ionized boundary layer which separates a

fully ionized plasma from a surrounding neutral gas region.

Fig.3. Characteristic temperatux'e T as a function of the

charactex'istic velocity v of a rotating fully ionized

impermeable plasma confined in a closed magnetic bottle. The

curves refer to A = 2,5 of a deuterium tritium mixture with

and values of the parameter

in the range 0.001 ^ y < 0.2.

r/r = Y s Vr02

Fig,4. The critical density n ̂  for penetration of fast neutrals,

as a function of the plasma temperature

corresponding to "Tornado 650".

Data of Table 1,

Fig.5. Relations between the characteristic plasma density n

and the neutral gas filling density n as functions of the
no

magnetic field strength B . Data of Table 1, corresponding

to "Tornado 650".
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Fig.6. Burnout current J as a function of neutral gas filling

density n and magnetic field strength B . Data of Table 1,
no

corresponding to "Tornado 650M.

Fig.7. Relations between plasma density

strength B plasma temperature '.

0 = 0.1.

ponding to "Tornado 650".

magnetic field

and rotational velocity

no'

vQ at a total beta value Data of Table 1, corres-

Fig.8. Momentum containment time t as a function of plasma

density n and magnetic field strength B at a total beta

value 0 = 0.1. The values of f\ t refer to the limiting

case of negligible momentum losses to the surface area defined

by the inner separatrix C in Fig.l. Data of Table 1,

corresponding to "Tornado 650".

Fig.9. Relations between plasma density

strength B , plasma, temperature T .

magnetic field

and rotational velocity

no*

vQ at a total beta value 0 = 0.1. Data of Table 1,

corresponding to. "thermonuclear device".

Fig.10. Total thermonuclear power JI and neutron production rate

on oi

10 , 10 , 10

v of a deuterium-tritium mixture, as functions of magnetic

field strength BQ for the three values

of the plasma density n at a total beta value 0 = 0.1.

Data of Table 1, corresponding to "thermonuclear device".

m
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DATA ON ROTATING PLASMA OPERATION IN TORNADO TRAPS

B. Lehnert, June 1976, 56 p. in English

Rotating plasma operation in spiral coil "Tornado" traps

provides a unique combination of confinement and heating

properties. Such a system consists of a closed and compact

magnetic bottle to which the crossed-field technique can be

applied, in absence of end insulators and their critical velocity

limitation effect. This should make possible the generation and

heating of fully ionized plasmas by simple means, within a large

range of ion densities, temperatures, and rotational velocities.

Provided that stable operation becomes possible at high

temperatures, it is likely that Tornado traps can be used as

strong neutron sources of moderately large dimensions and

technically realizable parameter values.

Some detailed data and operation ranges are given for the

"Tornade 650" device to be opera rcac' as neufron source.

Key words Magnetic confinement, spiral coil trap, rotating

plasma, critical velocity, neutron source.


